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Introduction to the Resolution of the Stockport Communist Group on the
.. Question of .Party-Building. · .
.. -·· ' .... --· ·- ..
The Marxist-Lenf~ist movement in Br'itain . has been stnggling for sixteen
years to lead the ~or king class in- ~e- bU:ildi:rig ·its ·-party. After these sixteen years, the number of communists in Britain is only a few hundre., the
influence elf the communists among the working class and _people is minimAl,
't he working . el~ss ts sti],.l ove,rwhelmingly dominF,J.ted by reformism, and the
communists 'themsleves ~re divided up into a q.ozen different 'parties'' organizatio:iu;;' groups ~ and. circles • . 'rhe main theoretical reason for this sp:ury
sti:tt·e ·c f-.-affairs is that until now not one communist organization has· correctly grasped· the objec-t of party-ouilding - the political developmerit ~md
pal±t±cal ' organization of the . working class . - nor the nature of the p:dnci:..
pal .contradiction ih. party-building - that between. the. working class movement , and scientific socialism . .
~

Faiiure to gra.sp this principal contradiction lies at the very root of .•
the stagnation of the British Marxist-Leninist movement . and . therefore of .
the political impotence of the British working class movement. In Britain
we have a well-organized, experienced and class-conscious working class movement, but it is a movement which does not possess scientific consciousness and which therefore cannot emancipate itself; we also have a Marxist- ·
Leninist movement which understands, to varying degress, · the necessity for
socialist . revolution and the transition to communism~ The oain - task of · the
communists at present· therefore is to unite scientific socialism (which
they are the bearers of).and the working class movement: and only this
process cim further the political development and the political o:tganization · of the working class. This was the experience of the Russian ....Social:.:.
Democratic Labour Party, and the process of party-building in Britain
the 1970s is in general the same as that of the Russian proleterie.t around
the turn of the century. Lenin described the ' process of party-building as
follows: ..
·

in

"Social-Democracy is not confined to simple service to the working
class movement; ~t ~epresents 'the combination of s 6 cialism~nd ' the
working · class movement' ••• the task o""f · social-democr~wy is to bring
definite social ideals to the spontaneous working class movement,
tp connect this movement with socialist convictions that should ·
attain the level of contemporary science, to connect it with the ·
regular political struggle for democracy asa means
abheivirig
socialism- in a word, to fuse this spontaneous movement into one ·
indestructible whole With the activity 0f the revolutionary party."
(09).o
'
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The pre-reguisi te for the emancipation Crf the working class and the construction of socialism is the seizure of political power by thE:! working
class and this in turn cannot come . about if the working class ·· is not :' educated politically and is not led in political struggles ( i.'e ~, when the
proletariat fights as a. class,' nation-wide) and particularly in political
struggles against the structure of state power.
The · eeonomic struggle . i~ important -and the communists should lead it, for
in struggle on the · economic terrain, as in all class struggles, there are
two lines, bcnirgeo~s and proletarian, .ih coinb2t for the· "leade-rship -of .the
struggle • . Unless the proletart-e~:t frees itself from opportunist ideas of
class collaporation it vviil b~ .hampered even in its struggle for limited
ecorhic aims. We qave wit:q.essed . time .a nd again )lOW the opportunists betray .
even st·ruggles for the most limi te.d aims. For their bourgeois line in
~he se str\J,ggles is: - we will 'l ead them· in such .a way as to bribe a few .
worker:s, . split the _rest and t d:1lsillu,sion 13.1 1 ~f .them~ The communist line
is t'6 lead these st:t;'uggles . to "stop ' compeb);ion ·among the worke~so that
they 'caii: carry on general competition ,with the capitalists •." (20) • . The · ,
communists 'lead · ·e conomic struggles to unit e · the worke rs and to increase
their ab~li ty to wage . class struggle; n·~t to try to buy th~m . off e..nd pacify
them. BuJ the: ,econOmic struggle is a struggle for better terms and condi·~ ·
7
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ti on s f or t-h.e . sale of labour-p ower and the working class mu st be s ch ool-e d
in ec~n~triic"' and poll ft'c S:1 struggi€) if it . is t o overthrow the b'our'g eofsfe
2.nd not just try to live with it~ Communists who do n o t try t o l ead the
working class . ~n the.,. political struggle e.r e n ot worthy of the n ame of
'communist:.' . • .fi''.

Economism is the outlook which refuses to lead or r e sists l e ading the poli t.ical struggle ~md is a serious form of opoortunism in the Bri:tish Ma rxi s tLeninist movement. As far as party-building is c onc erne d it is an err or
which denies the ne ed for the working class t o or genize itself politic ally
(of which the . highest .f or m is its organiz a tion as a political pa rty) t o
overthrow the bourgeois st a te and which rests content with the spnt ane ous
level of deve l opment of the working class struggle, i.e.~ the ec on omic
st;ruggle against: the cRpi talists. To ·demonstra te the points ma de s o f ar we .
shall look briefly at the line and practioe of_ the CPB(l\II-L) and the RCLB the two best known organiza tions in the British Ma rxist-Leninist movement.
Both of these organizati ons are distinguished by their persistent refusal
to lead .the working cla ss in anything o ther than the ec on omic struggle .
Ma'r x

~ '•

··

pointe-d out tha t:

"Th~

ultimate object of the political mo vement of the wo rk~ng class
of course, the conqu·e st ~f politic a l power f or this class, and.·.
thisnatura lly require s that the organiza tion of the working class,
an orgR.hization which arises fr om its e c on omic struggles, should ' _··
previously: reach a certairi level' ·of de vel opment • .
on· the. ~-b~.ther h:a nd, h owever, every movement in which the working
-· cltu38''as a class confronts the ruling clawses P.nd tries t o c o:ristra itl
thetn by pre ssure from without is a po litical r.iovemEmt. For instance,
the a.t tempt ' by strikes·, et"c .·-, in a.· particule..r f E't ctory or e ven in a: .
:particular trade to c ompel : ind·i vmdua l c a pitalists . t 0 'reduce the .
working 4Ry~ is a purely ec on omic movement. On the ot h er hand the
movement to f orc e throu gh an eight-hour,· etc.,~ is a Rolitical
movement. And in this way, out of the seperate ec on omic movements
of th~ ~ o rk e r~ there grows up everywhere ·a politic a l mo vement,
that is to say, a class m(") vement, with the object of enforcing
its interests in a genera l f orm, in a f o~m poss"ssing gene r a l,
s ocially coercive for~e •.- While these movements presuppose a cert a in
degree ·of pre vious organization, they A.re in turn equally a'1 means
of devel oping this o rg~nizati on.
Where the working class is n ot y e t f ar enough advanced in i t s organization to undertake a dectsive campaign aga inst the c ollective
power, _i.e., the politic a l power, of the ruling class, it must a t
any rate be tra ined f or 1 this by c ontinual a gitation against this
power and by a h ostile a ttitude towards the polici e s of the r uling
classes. Otherwise it rema ins a play~thing in their hands, as the
September -r~ v o luti on in France showed, and as is als o proved t o a
certain extent by the gP.me -that Mr. Gla.dstone and Co. have been able
to play in England up t o the present time." (21).
iif,c

.,

But both the CPB and the RCt work very hard t o t 1'y t o ensure that t he
struggle of the working class rema ins at the l e vel of individual gr oups of
worke ~s fi ghting individua l capit a lists or groups of c a pitalists. The
economism of the CPB stands . out very clearly in their f ounding document
'The British Working Cla ss and its Party' which makes n o menti on of the
necessity to train the working class in political struggl e s _ ~nd which cont a ins n o demands t o educ a t e and t r ain and mobilise the working cla ss ~n t he
struggle: ~gainst .the ~ o ur geo is st a te. In the preface t ; this document Reg
Birch writes:''The s truggle in Britain s o constantly denigrated as ' e c on omi c '
is as organic and necessary t o revoluti on P..s the gun, just a s is the f i ght
f or land, bread and li be.rty f or the pea s ant in other lands. I t is corrupting only if it becomes an attempt - t o live with the opp osite class, the c a pitalist cla.s·s. This is n ot possible when H0ath - in .a c ove rt de clara t ion
of war against our cla ss - says the. new danger t o the f abric of socie ty is
Civil War.'' (p4)~ We would like t o point out to c omr ade Birch that it is
ii.

not enough to write that economic struggl~ and military struggle are nec·essary; the relationship between them must be named, otherwise it is left
bpen to interpretation ~s to Whether perhaps the decisive battle - the
actual revolution - may c6nsi~t of a str.ike ' at .,one factory for a wage claim.
And the relationship particulAXly needs to be expla.ined at a . time . when the
British proletariat is fighting economic struggles and is not fighting
wi. th . •the gun.·" · It is revealing that _Birch·refers only to the mili tP..ry
aspect of the politic al 1 struggle And to ·· :the ··political stz:uggle ite;elf.
Could this · 'tie due to the fact that be,sides wages struggl~f:f ..ne--c"a.n··oniy envisage a shbot..;.up, ·and _has :no clarity on :the political demands and the
political 'programme for ·which the proletariat would be prepa:z:ed to lead
the peop'le
an -armed revolution. It is quite possible that Birch thinks
that the revolution will be P. struggle for higher wages - enforced by the
gun! He has left out the political sub.st~:>.nqe of the proletariat's struggle •
.' With reference to this quotRtion it.. is a.l,so a .l ie to cll'tim . that economic
. struggle cannot become an attempt to live· :with the capi talist~:;, - on account
of Heath's statement. Until the economi'c struggle is consciously led as
pe.rt of the necessary preparations for the revolution, the eco.l,lomic struggle is always: an attempt to live with the cA.pi t~·tlist class, whA.tever Mr.
Heath may be saying. Heath was of course quite right: Civil war is. and
always has · be_e n the danger to the fabric of capitalist society. The bourgeoisie's fear of civil war is as old as c apitalism's rule and 1s certainly no . extenuat·ing · circumst?.nce which would suddenly invalidate M~rx' s and
Lenin's observ~tions on economism.

in

· Ev.en to lead ' the working class .as a class in a struggle for economic
demands~ which is to lead a politicA.l struggle of 1=1. particular kind _...; even
this on its oWn is not enough. ·To limit the political struggle of the working cla ss to this particular kind - this too is a form of ecoo6mism. As
·Lenin ·put it :
· "Every class ·struggle is a political struggle. It is known - th~t
the opportunists, enslfl ved by the ideas of liberalism, have _understoO:d these profoUnd words of Marx falsely and tried to interpret ·.
- them · in a distorted way. The opportunists included, for instance, ·
the 'Economists,' ~he elder brothers of the liquidators. The 'Economists' thought that Aily cJash between the classes is a political
struggle. They, therfore, recognised the . struggle for a 5Kopeck
per ruble raise as a 'class struggle,' not wishing to · see the high. . . erl more developed, n a tionwide class struggle as politics. The
'Economists' recognised the '. rudimentary class struggle and did not
recognise it ' in its developed form. In .other words the 'Economists'
recognise d in the class struggle -only tha.t which was most tolerA.ble
froo the : viewpoint of the liberal bourgeoisie, refusing ' to go fur·ther than the liberals, ref~sing to acknowledge the higher class ·
struggle which is unaccept able to the liberals. The . 'Economists'
were thus bec oming libera l . workman politicians. They iri this way,
reject ed the Marxist revolutionary concept of the class struggle:
. Further. :Et i s n 6t enough to say that the class struggle become s
real, ·consistent and de ve loped 'only when ?- t · embraces the sphere of
:..politics. In politics,too , it is possible _to limit oneself to pe.tty
det~dls_ , or one can go dee per, right down to· essentials. Marxism
reco-g nises the ClaSS struggle aS fully deVeloped I natidnWide I only
when it embraces not only politics but a lso t akes in politics the
most ess.e ntial thing: the s tructure of sta te power.
· ·
Conversely, liber a lism, when the workers' movement has somewhat
gained iri strength, no longer dares to deny the class struggle~ but
tries•' to narrow; c:)..~p, castrate . the concept of the class struggle.
Liberalism 'is re~dy to recognise the class struggle in the sphere of
politics but on the · on e condition that it does not include the
·structure of ·: s·t .a te power~ It is not hard to undmtand wh?.t class
intefests of the b~u~ge o isie give rise t o _this liberal distortion
of the conc e pt of the cla ss s truggle." (22).
It is t o the CPB's cre di t that at various times it has tried t o lea d the
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wo rking class. as a class (as it did in the struggle against the Industrial Rel at i ons Act in 1971), but it has never (with the excep ti on of its
clear ~nd basically correct stand against British impe ri alism in northern
Ireland) made the slightest attempt t o L ead the working class on an issue
which brings int o question the structure of state power (for ex amp l e ; the
replacement of the s t andin' army by the universally ~rmed people, or the
e l ec ti on of judges). How could it do these things, when it has no politica l pro gramme , no r evo luti on e.ry democ r atic demands with which t o mobil is e
the masses in struggle against the bourge ois state, and therefore no perspective whatever f or combining the economic with the politic a l
st ruggl e , the struggle f or be tt er wages and conditions with the struggle
against the structure of state power. Thus we se.e that far fr om furthe ring
the political developmen t and political organizat ion of the working class
.- which we re-iterate is the purpose of party-buildipg - the CPB does it
utmost to restrict the terrain of the proletariat's struggle to .th~t of
the. struggle fo+' economic aims • ..
The particular aspect of economism that is characteristically developed

~y the . CPB is its ~ttempt to force the attention of the · working class

exclusively on i t.se1f . Lenin writes: "Those who concentr~te the attention,
observation and consciousness of the working class exclusively, o~ even
~ ~airily,on itself are not Social-Democrats; fq~ iti: self-realizntion is indissolubly bound up not only with a fully clear theoretical - it would be
even more true to say not so much with a theoretical, as with a practical
understanding, of t.he relationships be.t ween ill the various classes of
modern society, aquired through experi~nce of political life. That is
why. the· idea preached by. our economists, that the economic struggle is the
most widely applicable means of drawing the masses into the political. movement is so , extremely harmful and e:x;tremely" reactionary in its. practical
significance." (23) The CPB's method is sipple: it denies .t he exist.ence
of other classes! For the CPD there are no small shop-keepers (the classic ex.a mple . of the petty-bourgeoisie, owning property but working themselves and not exploit'ing wage labour), no small fishermen. owning a boat
and net but going out to fish themselves, no schoolteachers for exafl'le
earning· a wage but producing no surplus value. No, as far as the CPB is
concerned, . there are only two classes · in Brit"e .in - the :working class and
the capitalist class (see p5 of 'The British Working 'Class and Its Party.•)
Lenin describes the political development of the workers which the communists wiJ.l bring about by educating them about the other 'c lasses: " •••
the most backward Worker Will understand, or will feel that. the students
and members of religious sects, the -muzhiks and the autho.rs are be·ing
abused and outraged by the very same dark forces that are oppressing and
crushing him at ev~ry step of his life, and, feeling that, he will himself
be filled with an irresistible desire to respond to .t hese things, arid then
he will organise catcalls against the c.ensors one day, another day.he will
demonstrate outside the house of a govenor who has brutally suppressed a
peasan~· uprising, another day he will teach a lesson to the gendarmes in
surp·lices who are doing the work of the · holy inquisition, etc.. As yet we
have done very lmttle, almost nothing, to hurl universal and fresh exposures among the mass of workers . Many of us ~ot yet apprec-iate· the bound~ duty that rests upon us' but spontaneously trail in the wake. -of the
'drab everyday struggle,' in the narrow confine·s of factory ·life." (24) But
the CPB. will certainly not contribute .t·o this development wi t·h its attempt.s t o fool the workers into beleiving that besides the capitalists
there is o.n ly one other amorphous class (the Marxist definition of the
working class i:l that class which by its exploi t:ati.on pro.d'u ces no·t only
material wealth but also i'ts own opposite - capi te.l. The CPB obviously
pr'eferS the ClaSSiC reViSiOnist I al terba.ti Ve I definition - Wage ef.l:rnerS o)
If ·the line of the CPB were successful the working class would in no way
be prep.a red to lead the people (a concept which obviously must be meaningless to the CPB) to~ smash the bourgeois: state, but on the ·c ontrary would
be isolate~ from its allies.
The e c onomism of the RCLB is mo re concealed, as indeed it has to be if
it is to esc npe detecti on, foll owing the wid e spre ad criticism of the econiv.

omism'of the C:i?B. The Manifesto of the RCL contains no such blatant e c onomism as that to be found - in the publications of the CPB, but there is
on."e very-_important iwint . in common - just like the CPB·, the RCL put forw~
. rd no' programme of -:poli tibal demands with which t_o educate, mobilise and.· ·
<1ead the working -cla'ss, and, as in the cas.e of the CPB, the rea·son is
quite simply that the RCL has no intention of leading the working clas~
in politic~l ~truggle.
If the working class 'is to lead the whole people in overthrowing the
bourgeois stFtte, ·it must organise itself and the masses generally on each
and every issue that· that the bourgeois state attacks the people .on - on
the health frorit," on the educational front, on the question of pblice repression, on the oppression of racial and national minorities - I'I.Ild in order for it to ·- do this the communists must propagA.te correct pro~rammatic
demands. _The ·wGI'king class must also organise itself as a ciass t)l fight
for i'ts own economic ·-interests ~ against piece-work, overtime, shi':ftwork,
the -- length of the-working day, nnd so on. Th~ RCL though makes no attempt
to lead the working class in either of these things. In its August 1_ 979
issue-of 'Revolution,' the RCL try to re-fute these accusations in the article 'The 'Anti-League Faction~' (which is their name for ourselves) and in
so doing reveal how- deep-rooted is their economism and how profound their
ignorance •of the elementary aspects of Marxism which we have just outlined.
They'·try tododge the accusation of economism by saying (in reply to our
criticisn that they work only in individual factories) "Of course the RCL
does not work in all factories. It could not!" (p7). What utter bankruptcy
this reveals! We do not criticise the RCL for not working in every factory
in Britain :... such a criticism would be absurdly idealist - our criticism
of' the' RCL is that it makes no ·attempt to lead the · working class as a
- class, but· rather confines its practical activities to the indivi~ '.
economic struggles within whatever factories it works in. The RCL boasts
that it is "anational organization with branches in over half-a-dozen
tows end. ci-ties," why then, comrades of the RCL, don't you try to lead
the. working class nationally?
---Our ac~usation that the RCL's line of 'directing all mass work to the
· working class' is in fact an economist attempt to dodge the question of
state power is dismissed by them as a revisionist attack on the "general
aim of ensuring that the revolutionary Communist Party will be a party
organised primarilly on fe.ctory branches." (pS). That the . RCL could come
·to this conclusion shows very clearly that they have understood nothing
as a result of the two-line struggle in the RCL. We are infull agreement
with ·the aim of primarilly organising in factory branches - but if these
branches are to be or~o.ns - leading the struggle for political _power, i.e.,
the struggle for the conquest of state power, these factory brAnches must
-be bases-from which the workers and the people are led in united political
struggle against the bourgeois state, not mountain strongholds ' of ind·i vidual groups bf workers isolated from the rest of their class and from the
people as a whole, which is the inevitable consequence of the RCL.'3s practice of on the one hand leading only individual economic struggles and on
the other hand ionring the struggle of · the people RS . a whole.
In similar voin, the RCL try to wriggle off the hook by pointing out
that nec.rly all their factory bulletins carry material on various political issues. This is certai,nly true, but what use are articles, c-omrades
of the RCL, if you don't try to lead the masses (i.e., if you don't try to
or-ganise the workers) in practical. class struggle on the issues. you raise
in those bulletins? The. whole point of Marxism is that it. provides the
theoretical insight into how to change the world; e..nd it is to a large degree through-actual practice of struggling to change the world that the
.' working class will come to understand concretely how to change the world i t is c:inly through · their own experience that the masses will come: to this
understanding.• These matters the RCL doesn't ·understand at all e..nd tries
·t o r educe the rola of the communists ~o one of-bystanders shouting trom
the t ou chline.
It is a fact as the RCL point in their article, that factories are
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places. where the workers le~rn to unite, but they are also places where
·the .workers ·a re subject -to cC':.:~peti tioh with other workers · ;imposed on thew
by the bourgeoisie. What the wo:r.kers learn spontaneously in factories :is
trade unionism; only practic~n leadership in political .struggle ' especially _against the structure ·of stR.te power, can .taech them to fight for their _independn.ri.t · class .intersts. In the words . of the ' .Communist Manifesto 1 ;
"Now and then the workers R.re victorious, but qnly for a time. The
real fruit mf their battles lies, not in the immediate result, but
in the ever-expanding union of the workers. This union is helped
ori by · the improved means of communication that are created by modern industry, and that place the workers of different localities
in contact with one another. It was just this contact that wo.s
needed to centralise the numerous local struggles, ail of .the same
charaflter, into one national struggle beteen classes. But every
cl~ struggle is a political struggle. And that union, to attail1 _
which the burghers of the middle ages~ with their miserable high.ways, required centuries, the ~odern - proletarians, thanks to railways, achei ve in ·a few years.
This organization of the proletarians . into a c_lass, nnd consequently into · a political party, i·s continually being upset again
by 'the competition between the workers themselves. But it --ever
rises up again, stronger, fi::imer, mightier. It compels legislative
recognition of particulnr interests of the workers, by taking _advantage of the divisions among the bourgeoisie itself. Thus the
'ten-hours bill in England was carried.n ( 25)
'A major contributory factor to the RCL ls economism is thei_r line thrit
there-is a · 'contradiction' between "party-building and mass -work." (s1e
fo~ G.X~ple, p 12 of 'Revolution' Novem""' r 1978.) A whole series of pub'i:ic' meetings were organised ~- :u the RCL during the period of its two-·line
struggle~ meetings to v-rhi(;i.l the . · ··r:cing class were not irivi ted ·and at
-which the problems of the objective class struggle ·were not, by and large,
discussed. Likewise, the RCL, :.n 1977 and 1978, .organised demonstrations
on the occasion of the aniversary of the Soviet· Union's invasion ··of Czechoslovakia, which were not at all the culmination of mass campaigns to
arouse and mobilise the masses (leaving asiQ.e the question of the opportUnist content of the demonstrations) but which were simply· sectarian
demonstrations of a few dozen communists This line is nothing-~ess than the
old Russian economists ·line · of. the political struggle for the intellectuals, · whilst leaving the working class to get on with the economic struggle. We can· think of ·no better way to end these few words on economism
t.han with the following -' words of Lenin, : which . point · 'out trividly the urgent
·need for the political d.evelopment rmd r:political· organization of the working class, a task which the RCL thinks is in 'contradiction' to party,..
building, rather tt~_'l gresping that :.t is the _p);l;r.pos.e ·of party,..building.
·~ ••• we are not children to be ·fed on the thin gruel of 'economic'
politics alone; we want to know everything that others #now, we
want to know the details · of all aspects of political life ru1d to
take part activel~ in every single political event. In order to
do this, the intellectuals must talk to us less of what we already
know, and tell us mor8 about what we do not yet know -and what we
can nev'e r lc~=nm from our factory and 'econor.Jic' · experience, that
i~~ you must give us political knowledge~" · (26).

Spontaneism naturall;y- goes he.nd-in-hand with.economism. Economism in
political life is . but an expression of worshipping the· spontaneous level
of development of the working class_ movement. Needless · to · say, the CPB
and the RCL - the tv1o ugly sis;Vers of the .J?.ri tish Marxist-Leninist movement - have much in commo::. . on the question of . spont.anefsm as they · do on
the que sti on of economism. The spontane ism of the· CPB has been thoroughly
criticised over the years and at present it is unnecessary . for us to go
into great det o.il on this t' a.tter. Wha t is necessary is t.o show bow, with
the exp osure of t he sponta:1eism of the CPB, the RCL have. taken upon themvi.•

raise :questions in practice until the masses themselve~ raise the questions is the RCL's ·escape-hatch fr om the awfulne c e ssity of having t o fight
against ·bourgeois ideological influence in the working class movement; influence whiCh can be defea..t-B-d on:.l.y by fighting in word ~nd deed for revolutionary politics~ This question has a particular importance in the present
period when party-building is the ·central ta~k. An essential Rspect of
party-building is to organise the advanced elements of the working class in
the rBllks of the communists. This is a task which requires practice - what
else do we ·organise for? How do the advanced wo.rkers come .f orward except
in the .course o'f practice? The policy. of the RCL b•ils down to beli ttlirig
the conscious element ·and worshipping _s pontaneity\, in pa!ticular it. refus· es to give le~ership to the workers to organise themselves. The RCL beleives that sooner or later the workers will decide for themselves to organise themselves on the question of Zimbabwe and then the. RCL will organise
factory collections etc •• But in reality to refuse to raise these burning
questions of : politics in word and in deed· is to ensure that the working ·
class movement ·will remain at the level of trade unionism. In Lenin's wellknown words:
"Since there can be no talk of an independent ideology being developed by the masses of the workers themselves in the process of their
. movement the only choice is: either the bourgeois or the socialist ·
ideology. There is nci middle course .(for humanity has not created a
'third' 'ideology, and moreover, in a society torn by class antogonisms there never can be a non-class or above-class ideology). Hence,
to belittle the socialist ideology in any way, to turn away from it
in the slighd:lest degree means to strengthen bourgeois 'ideology. There
· is ·a lot of tP..lk of sponte..nei ty, but the spon::J.neous development of
th.e working class . movement .l eads to its becoming . subordinated to the
bourgeois ~deology, leads to its ' developinB according to the programe
of: the Credo, for the spontaneous working class movement is trade
unionism, ••• and trade unionism means the ideologicF.l enslavement
of the workers by the bourgeoisie. Hence, our task, the task of
. · • Sbcial-Democracy ,"is to combA.t spontaneity, ~o divert the working
class movement from this . spontaneous, . trade-unionist striving to
come under the wing of the bourgeoisie: and to bring it under the
wing of revoluti~nary Social-Democracy." (29).
Even in . their propag<mda, the RCL fail . mi~erably to carry out systematic
education to imbue the working class vo,:ith a scientific understanding .o.f 't~
heir position, of that of other classes and of what to do about 'it. ·The
RCL . (as do the CPB) liquidate propaganda, t .reat the working class with .contempt and assume that the role of the workers' newspaper is that of a
simplet~t.n' s guide to Marxism. To take one concrete exa.m:ple 'from 'Class
Struggle:.,' in every issue of this allegedly mainly propagandist paper,
the word 'bosses' is used to· describe each and. every form that the bourgeois·, clllss enemy manifests itself in. · The RCL think that they are popularising Marxism by dc ing this,· but in ree.li ty they A.re vulgarising it. Part
cf the process of party-building is to give the advanced workeru the theoretical understanding that will enable . him ·to become a communist. The adve.nced worker needs to understand that ·the class enemy is far more than the
'boss' who-directly exploits him: he needs to le~rn how cA.pitalt is created
by the accumul~.tion of surplus value squaezed out of ~ class and how
daily exploitation of the wnrking class means daily reproduction of its
enemy - capital and the capitalist class; he must understand above all
that the bourgeoisie have a state- the ideal collective b ody -of all the
capitalists - which oppresses him through .the army, the policeman, the
Department rj f Health and So'cial Security, the social worker, the teacher,·
etc., (;md of course he must understnnd many .other things a'b:out many other
things). Without this understP..nding the adv~=>.nced worker cannot becOme a ·
communist, and if the advanced worke:us d o pot become communists, a work
ers' party cannot be built except in name. In _the period when party-building is the central task, it is vitnl, if we are to build n workers' party·
and not a sect of intellect1,1als, that the workers Rre imbue·d with a compr- ·
ehebsive 'cientific consci~usness, as Lenin said: "In order to become a
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selves -the task of peddling . this pern1c1ous doctrine; _albeit in necessarr-illy subtler · form. (We rriake no apologies for criticising at length .~the
RCL - it is necessary to do so as no systematic criticism such as that
which has .been written on the CPB ·yet exists on the RQL; ·and we, as an organizatiori· whose origins lie .in the RCL, have _a particular responsibility
to undertake this cri tic-ism).
The CPB, contrary to the teachings of Lenin and the whole experience of
the _international proletaria.t, which shows that the working class, left t s:
itself, can develop.enly trade union . consciousness, declares that: "Our
party, founded by industrial workers, must be a part of our class, must in
every sense. belong to our_ class! If we say such a party is be.sed on the
working class as it must .be to be revolutionary, then it CIUlnot be above
the working class, ap __intellectual force . based, ~n the theory of Marx
seperate from the work1ng class •. In fact the intellect and the leadership
must .come from the wor ;ing class, for · i~ is this - class force that makes
revo.lution possible. In a word, Marxism is not a seperate theory, an intellectual force to be bestowed on the working class ~ut is i~ fact, .a derivative of that class." (27). This outlook has profoundly influenced the
practice of the CPB in the years since its founding - why else has it not
produced C'~ programme' why else does it not publish a theoretical journal
P.nd Why else doeS it refuse to edUCc>.te SCie.ntificaly · the WOrking class in
the pages of its paper 'The Worker' and instead rest _content ' with banal,
trite and superficial articles which ed~cate nobody and lead n~where.
·superficially, the RCL _is qui..tc different. Hasn't it publi_s~~<i :. a Manifesto'?· And Cloesn' t' it produce a theoretical journal? But-· - and here's the
rub - these things ar~ ·. riot .for the. consumption of workers, after all,
there's a contradfc-fion between party-building and _mass w.~r}c~ _Whe.n . we .
examine the 'mass work' of the RCL, we ses that it too ·: refuse~ J_Q_i .t flke
scien-t-ific · cohsci01.isne.ss to the working class and thus perpetuates the
bourgeois political domination of the working class movement. The parrotcry which the RCL use to try to· justify their faint-heartedness, pessimism
P..nd cowardice in mass work, thflir . persi-stent ·refusal to go beyond the ecoomic struggle, is . tbe 'mass line.' The 'mass line' is an excuse used by
the RCL to justify tailing behind the spontaneous level of development of
the working class movement; it is ' spontanE.iism in the form of tailism
which is the RCL's forte. The mass line can certainly tell us wha:t the
masses feel 8Il.d think, it can help u·s ;to formulate correct tactics, it
can neve~, by itself, tell us what the correct line is. Do we need the
r.:o.ss line •to ·tell u.s that we must expell the US bases? That 'we must fight
in solidarity with the people of Zimbabwe? That we -must demand an end to
immigration controls? ·rhe . mass line will certainly tell us what p~t~cular
erroneous thinking is preventing the masses f~om embracing these ' correct
policies and therefore tell us in what particular direction we must aim
our propaganda and agitation, but never can it tell us that these policies
are incorrect, no matter what the masses think . As Lenin put it: "··· a
revolutionary Marxist differs from the ordinary philistine and petty
bour~ecris by his ability to preach to the uneducated masses that the maturing revolution is necessary, to prove that it is inevitable, to explain
its benefit's to the people, and· to re e.re the proletariat and all the
toiling and exploited masses for it."
28). This the RCL refuse to do
and cringe before the task of taking up the struggle against the bourgeoisie for the leadership of the working class movement.
For exa.np1e, during the RCL's Zimbabwc ·carnpaign, the majority on their
political committee pushed through a minute· which said that factory collections should only be organized (these were collections. for raising the
money necessary -to send a Land-Rover to Zimbabwe) if they were "in con~ ·
formity with the level of consciousness of the workers." (we regret that
we must quote unpublished minutes, but · we ··are forced to do so as the RCL
have not dared t · explain publical-y why they abandoned their Zimbabwe wor- .
k). How on earth :' J the RCL propose to raise the level of consciousness of
the workers, exc!!'Pt by raising the question of Zimbabwe practically in t-he
factories? The most generally ru1d widely applicable way of raising the
question is precisely factory collections. This spontaneism of refusing to
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Social-Democrat, the worker must have a clear picture in his mind of the
economic nature and the sociRl and _political features of the landlord and
the priest, the high state official·and the peasant, the student and th~
tramp; he must know their strong and weak points; he must see the meaning
of all the · sophisms and catchwords· by which . each class and each stratum
camoflagues its selfish str_ivings a:hd its real 'inside workings'; he !I!Ust
understand what interests c.erta.in ins:ti tutions and certain laws reflect and how they refleC't him." (30). The low theoretical level of theaworkers
-even the advanced workers - ·does not at all mean that we should pander
to it and .: lovver the theoretical level of our propaganda; quite . the o'p posi te
, only -by making demands on the·s·e workers , by helping them ~o ~.nd insist ing that they stuily, can they raise their .level and . then the level .of the
massof · workers, again to qoute Lenin:
"The newspaper that . wants to becoine the organ of all Russian
Social"-Democrats must • • • be at the level of the advance9- workers;
not only must it not lower its l~vel artificially, but, on the. contrary, ·.tt must raise it constantly, it inust follow up all the tac~
tical, :- political, . and theoretical problems of world Social-Dem~ocracy.
Only thep will, the demands. of the wol:'king-class intell·igentsii:i be met,
and it itself· will take the · .cause of the Russian workers and conse - ·
guently, the cnuse of the Russian revolution, ~nto its own h_a nds • ••
The average work~r will not 'understand some of the articles in.· a . newspaper that aims to be the organ of the Party, he will .not be · abl~ .
to get . a full gra~p of .an intricate theoretical or practical . prqb..:
lem . Th~s . does not . at ail ·mean that the n~wspaper must lower itself
to the ievel of the mass Of its readers . The newspaper, on the ~on
trary must raise their level and heip promote advanced workers from
the middle stratum of ~orkers . " (31) .
Hand-in:-hand with the economism and spontaneism of the RCL walks the
grossest sectarianism - .a matter on which it hP..s nothing to iearn from · the
CPB . The .RCL's theory that .. there is a contradiction between ·pa.rty-building
and mass work is in diametrical opposition to Lenin's correct . thesis that
party-building is "unting t .he working class movement and scientific socialism.'! The RCL wish to emulate not the Bolsheviks who built up their party
in inseparable connection with the working class movement, but the nine~
teenth century socialist sects sudh a~ Hyndman's Social-Democratic. Federation who refused to take Marxism to the working class movement. Lenin :
summed · up much experience c;>f the working class movement in Europe wh~n he
wrote:
"Jtt first socialism and the working class movement existed separately in· all the Eurgpean countries. The workers struggled against the
capitalists, they organised strike.s and unions, whilst the . socialists stood aside· ff.·om · the working class movet!jent,_ formulated doctrines cri ticisimg the contemporary, capitalist, bourgeois ·system
Of society and qemanding its replacement by another system, the
higher socialist EYstem. The separation of the working class -movement· and socialism gave rise to weakne~s and underdevelopment in
each: the theories of the socialists, unfused .with the workers'
struggle, remained nothing more · than utopias, good wishes that had ,·
no ·effect on re?l life; the working class movement remRined petty,
fragmented, and did not aquire political significance, was not
enlight13ned by the a<;lvanced science of its time. For this reason
we see in all European countries a constantly growing urge to fuse
·· socialism with: t.he working class movement. When the fusion tak;;-. place . the class struggle of the workers: becomes the conscious
struggle of the proletRriat to emanciprtte itself frorri exploitation
by the propertied classes, it is evolved into a highe!' form of
--the social~st. worke.rs '. movement - the independent working-class
Social ..Democre.tic party ••• He. who does not wish to recognise this
· fusion. :q.e who .tries to draw some sort of artificial line of demarcation between-the .working class movement and Social-Democracy in
Ru~sia renders no service but does harm to workers' socialism
~x•-

and the working class movement ~~n Russia." ( 32).
The consequence oi the Rc·r,'..;; beleif that there is a . contradiction ·between party-building b.llG., mass wo:k is their attempt t c build up the·' par't y as
an irrelevant sect of intellectuals, totally divorced from the struggle of
the working ' class. ' The objective of party-building is · to organise the
best ·elements of the worki;ng class ns a political party, only then can the
theory of· scientific socialism become. a material force and change the ·· ·· ·
world. But the RCL, ·in Lenin's' words 'try "i:o d"raw s 'ome ' s~rt of artif:hcial
lin~· of· de'marcation between the working clas·s' movement and Socie.l-Domocracy.-" The fiCL ' is . on tJ;le ·one hand sublimoly unconcerned with the objeCtive
needs · of the workin'g class struggle rmd makes no attempt to formulate corre-ct policies and · demands to lead· the work;i..ng class against the capita~~ · ·
ists· ~d their state, matters on whi~h 'Class Struggle.' . gives .n o ' cohc)rete
guidance whatsoever (the:re are of course articles in 'Class Struggle' concerning, say:, _ the health system, but the lin~ of these articles is no way
directed against the state . As alt · economists inevitably ·<io, where _ the
RCL takes up· ·a political issue, it adopts a refornist position in · defence
of the imperialist sta-te 'a pparatus and its organizp.tio:n of the oppression
of the' people- for example, in the issue pf
'Class Strugg'J,.e' for · June
14th.· to 27th. · 1978, showing such touching faith · in the ~ bo.u regois state
as· to say " ·••. who cares about the National Health Service. Who cares? .
We care! - Its our health service and and health wor~ers and action groups
are fighting fiercely to save it." - instead of att\icking ' this apparatus
by means of revolutionary democratic demands for, in th~s instance, peoples' control of the health system . ) On the other hand the RCL organises
cliquish activities · of itself and a few other 0ommunists. Typical of such
activities . were the 'party.:..building' meeting of April 29th 1978 of · the
RCL and 'the :GWM, and the demonstration in January · this year against · the
Vietnamese invasion of Kamupuchea ·· all of which took place with no attempt to mobilise mass support - whil'st on the ob,jective requirements of
the class struggle in Britaj~ and the world the RCL will do nothing . The
pa:rtd.cular contriL,~-t ion the B:::i tish working class could make tQ the pe:opl_e
of'kampuchea fighting f or national liberation would be to expose ru1d attack the attempts of the British government to ' get their cl~ws into Kampu~
chea , ·but this does not occur to the RCJ., and we look in vain for the RCL
to· organise a mass campaign frr a ·wi thd'l'awal from NATO~ to organise a· demonstration against Muzorewa and ·s mith on· the-ir visit t _o London, to gi v~ '·a
concrete lead · to the working class fight a'g El.inst the government's ·vicious
attacks on the working class and their unions . No, the RCL is ·a sect, a
sect in the true sense of the word, a clique of 'true beleivers' who exist
purely for ideological self-cultivA.tion, who are totally irrelevant to the
working class and peo ple, who have neither the desire nor the ability to
further the political development and political organization of the wqr.king class, which is what party-building is all about .
·
The purpose of this introduction ·has been to eiaborate, :i..n •g;e~t-er .det'ail than ·would be appropriate in our resolution , one fundamental point .that the principal contradiction in 13art'y-building is that between the·
working class ,movement and scientific socialism • .
have ' shown that th~ ·
political errors of the CPB and the.RCL on the question of party-building,
their econornism, spontaneism, ;:tnd in the case of the · RCL, its sectarianism, stem · thcoret:..cally f~"omfailing to grasp the nature of party-building
and the · principal contradiction in the process of party-building. · · · '
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The resolution we publish here, and also this introduction, ·mainly concern themseleves with this question, and so do not have much to say about
more spec_i _f ic polj tical questions. But as we have amply ·shown, opportunism
on the question of party-building is ins e e·r ably 'bound up with opportUnism
on those conq_~e.te q'\Je.stions, both national and international, . which confront the working class of B:r:'.. tain. ·Those who bow. ·d rwn in awe before the
spontaneous level ,.,f 'developms nt 'Of the working class movement, who refuse to lea9, the working class in .poli.t ic'al struggle, who isolate themselves f ·rom the working clfa ss movement, are inevitably those .. who ·pra~t'ice
social-chauvinism and
ernbelish and defend the bourgeo~s state . The way
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out of all these errors, the way to build a party which is inseparably
connected with the wo.rking class m0vement and which leads it in a revolutionary struggle to overthrow the bourgeois state is to fight for the
programme of the British communists. We intend therefore to produce ·sys..:. ·
tematic criticism of. the social-chauvinist and revisionist poli ticai line
of both' ·the -CPB and the RCL. These will be major contribtitio_n s t o i'he 1 ~
progr~matic struggle which is presently the key link in the struggle to
rebuild the communist party of the working cle.ss.
·
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THE WAYF'ORYIARD IN RE-BUILDING THE COMMUNIST PARTY.
The necssity of the commUnist party.
. .

.

.

...

The fundamental process of our epoch is the process of proletarian world
revolution. In Britain there is a national process which is a part of the
international one. It is the class struggle between the bourgeoisie and the
proletariat. The underlying contradiction is the one between the p!'oductive
forces and the relations of production. This brings forth and will be
resolved by revolution. The main protagonists and the principal contradiction as long as the process in Britain last is that between the bourgoisie and the proletariat.
The concrete nature of the principal contradiction determines the nature
of its resolution.
The revolution that the proletariat will lead is distinguished not only in
content, but also in form, from the previous revolutions. The proletarian
revolution has the content or task of sweeping aside the capitalist relations of production holding back the productive forces. These capitalist
relations of production consist of private ownership of the means of production - i.e. private producers, producing independently of one another,
whereby the social char~tcter of labour only asserts itself indirectly via
the exchange of products. The aim of the proletarian revolution is to
replace these relations of production with the conscious, directly social
labour •f the freely associated working people. Hence the following remarks
by Stalin on some main differences between the proletarian and the bourgeois
revolution:
"The bourgeois revolution usually begins when there exist more
or less finished forms cf the capitalist order, forms which have
grown e~d ripened within the womb of feudal society prior to the
open revolution; whereas the proletarian revolution begins when
finished forms of the socialist order are either absent or almost
completely absent. 2. The main task of the bourgeois re~olution
consists in seizing power and making it conform to the already
existing bourgeois economy, whereas the main task of the proletarian revolution consists in sei1.ing power in order to build up a new
socialist economy. ). The bourgeois revol~tion is usually consummated
with the seizure of power, whereas in the proletarian revolution the
seizure of power is only the beginning, and power is used as a
lever for transforming the old economy and organizing the new one." (1)
In !£!m the proletarian revolution involves destroying the old state apparatus, instead of merely occupying and modifying the old apparatus, and
putting in its place a new type of state like the Paris commune "the political form at last discovered under which to work out the economic emancipation of labour." (2).
Now anyr class in the course of pursuing its interests needs a party. But
how much more then does the proletariat need a party in the light of the
supreme role that consciousness plays in the proletarian revolution. Whereas
capitalism developed spontaneously and dragged the bourgeois revolution in
its wake, the proletariat will only succeed in creating the preconditions
for socialism (the revolution) and in constructing socialism when it does
so consciously.
The nature of the communist pEi.rty.
The nature of the communist party is determined by its tasks.
The communist party is partisan. It understonds that only socialism and
the dictatorship of the proletariat can emancipate the working class and
pave the way to the future classless, communist, society which will liberate
1•

all mankind. The communist party therefore cxplici tly tl'l.kes _ its - stE~nd on
t 1.i e basis of the principles of Marx:is,ni-Leninism, the theory of scientific
socialism, the only tl+eory which can successfully lead the struggle of the.
proletariat.
The communist party is a vRnguard party. The communist party marches ·at the
head of the working class .movement and represents the interests of ~he
movement as R whole, and must not . limit itself to fighting for what the
masses already feel and think. The communist party has therefore within~
its ranks only the most conscious elements of the proletariat and the
other revolutionary people, those who understand theoreticaly the necessity
for revolution. It is therefore an organization of revolutionaries which
maintains the strictest distinction between itself and the non-party masses
in order to prevent :the party's sciE)ntific consciousness being swamped by
theoretical and political distortions, which is the inevitab~e consequence
of failing to maintain such a distinction.
As the party's task is to lead the masses in a revolution which must be _
the act of the masses themselves and not of a conspiratorial sect, it is
essential that at. every stage of the revolutionary struggle the party is
inseperably bound up with the ro.~asses and leri.ds them forward to revolution..,
relying on .the experfuenci of the masses themselves. Democratic-centralism ·
is the organizational principle which will make this possible. Only .an org- .
anization with cells functioning where the proletariat and the people work
and live can systematicaly assimilate the expereince of all parts of the
proletariat and people. The communist party cannot lead the masses if the
decisions of its leading bodies are not based on a sound knowledge of the
masses at any giuen time.
In order that the party can actually ~ the proletariat and the people
against the bourgeoisie along the line laid down by its leading body on
the basis of Marxisr::-Leninism applied to the concrete situation in class
struggle, other E\.Spects of democratic-centralism are of vital importance.
The party must be the em~odiment of organization and discipline. A member
of the communist party must work actively in the party, and the party as
a whole practices a system of democratic-centralism, w~th higher and
lower leading bodies, with subordination of the minority to the majority
and with practical decisiops being bin~ing on all members of the party,
whilst pr?-cticis~g the widest. possi bie. democracy inside the party. In
order to fulfill.its tasks the communist party must possess unity of willfactions are imp.ermissi ble in the commU$.ist party. The party's essential
unity of action is inconceivable unlees'all party members share the same
aims. The party's aims are crystallised· in the party programme which all" ·
membbrs mus~ support without reservation. The source of factionalism in the
party is opportunist elements which must be purged if the party is to
acheive unity of will and action. The party grows strong by purging itself
of opportunist elements.
·
·· ·
The decisive process at present.
The proletariat must build a party and this is the decisive process
taking place~- the party-building process of the proletariat •.
There are other contradictions forming pR.rt of the major process in Britain from imperialism to sociRlism, from the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie
to the dictatorship of the proletariat, but it is the party-building process
of the proletariF.I.t which is the de cisive process at present. The principal contradiction in this proc es s i s the contradiction between the working
class movement and sci entific socialism. There is struggle and unity in
this contradiction.
The unity betwe en
In the
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workins cla ss movement e.nd scientific socialism.

Co:-.1munist i'.Tanifesto 1 Ma rx and Engels write of the communists:
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"They have no interests separate and apart from those of the proletariat as a whole. They do not set up any sect~x:an principles
of their own, by which to shape And mould the proletarian movement
••• theoretically, they have over the great mass of the proletariat
tbe advantage of clearly understanding the line of march, the conditions, and the ultimate general results of the proletarian movement ,
••• the theoretical conclusions of the communists are in no way based
on ideas or principle~ that have been invented, or discover~d by this
or that would-be universal reformer. They merel~ express, in general
terms, actual relation$ springing from an existing class struggle,
from an historical movement going on under our very eyes." (3).
Later, in the same text, they write:
"When people speak of ideas that revolutionize society, they do but
express the fact; that within the old society, the ~laments of a
new one have · been. created, Fl!ld that the dissolution .of the old ideas
keeps ~ven pace with the dissolution of th~,old conditions ·of
society." (4).
Scientific socialism expresses theoretically the insight into the nature
pf the contradiction between the ~ourgeoisie and the proletariat, into the
way it cust develop and into the method for resolving it. Just as the development of qistory is on the sile pf the proletariat, so this objective,
scientific ·theory is a theory which takes side with the proletariat. It
expresses. the ·essential interests of tne working class movement. In this
sense there is ,unity between the working class movement and scientific
socialism.
The struggle between the workin:g class movement and scientific ·socialism.
The development of bourgeois society forces the working class to struggle ·
spontaneo}lsly.
"The proletariat goes through various stages of development. With
its birth begins its struggle with · the bourgeoisie •.• But with the
development of industry -the proletariat riot ·only. increases in
number; it -becomes concentrated i;n _greater masses, its strength
grows, and it feels that strength 1nore. '. ·.Thereupon the workers
begin to form combinations ••• N"""ow ai:td · then the workers· are victorious,
but only for a time~ The real fruit of their battle li.es, not in
the' .immediate result but in the ever-expanding union of the . workers
- ••• This · .
organization of the · proletf:!rians into a class, And
consequently into a political party, is continually being upset
again by the competition between the workers themsel~es. But it
ever rises up again, stronger, firmer, mightier •.. The advance of
industry, whose involuntary promoter is the bourgeoisie, replaces
the isolation. of the labourers, due to competition, by their
revolutionary
combination."
(5).
. '
.
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But the spontaneous development of the Working class moveme~t has limits,
as the following remarks of Lenin's regarding 'Social-Democracy' (the term
used to describe communism at that time) make clear:
"We have sn.id that their could not yet be __Social-D~mocratic conscioueness among the workers •. It could only be brought to them
from without. The history of all countries shows that the workclass, exclusively by its own effort, is able to develop only trade
union consciousness ••. The theory of socialism, however, grew out of
th~ _ philosophic, historical and economic theories that were elabor- .
. ated by the educated representatives of the propertied classes,
the intellectuals ••• the theoretical doctrine of social-democracy
arose quite ind~pendently of the spontaneous growth of the working class movement, it arose as a ne.tural and inevitable outcome
of the development of ideas e.mong the revolution?~Y socializt
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. intelligents·ie.• " ( 6).
Lenin quotes Kautsky on the same topic:
"The vehicle of science is not the proletariat, but the bourgeois ·
intelligentsia; it was in .the minds of individual members of this
str~.tum that modern socialism origine.ted ••• This socialist consciousness is something introduced into the proletarian class
struggle from without and not something that arose within it · sp~n
taneously ••• the task of social-democr~=tcy is to imbue the proletariat with the consciousness of its position and the consciousness
of its tasks. There would be no need for this if_consciousness
arose of itself from the class struggle.·•• "
Lenin continues:
"Since there ca.n.be rio' talk of an independent ideology being -developed by the mass of the workers themselves in the p~ocess of their
movement the only choice is: either the ,bourgeois or the socialist
ideology~ . • There is a lot of talk about spontaneity, but the spontaneous development of the working clP.SS movement leads to its
b~coming subo~dinated to th~ bourgeois ideology ••• " (7). ·

We

can see from this that the working class movement and scientifie socialism developed historically independently of one another and ~lso that
the spontaneous ideology of the working class movement is bourgeois And
therefore diametrically opposed to scientific socialism. In this much it is
obvious.1 y correct. to speak "of stru,ggle between the working class movement
··and scientific socialism.
·· · ·
Party:-:-building.
The party-building process of the proletariat consists in uniting scientific socialism with the working class movement.
· J.·
When the theory of scientific socialiwm was first elaborated by Marx · and
Eng·els it was they who were the first to. scientificaly demonstrP.te that on
the 'one han~ socialism requires the struggle of the working class for its
realization and that on the other -hand only. socialism can emancipate the
working class. Where the pro~ess of the unification of socialism and the
working class movement has been successfull, great historical advances have
been made, most notably in the Russian socialist revolution of. 1917. Where
this process has been unsuccessfull" for example in the imperialist countries of westerri E~~ope, . the bourgeoisie has _continued to dominate the wor~
ing class movement ideologically and in general c'onfine its activities to
those of narrow trade unionism - the mere struggle for better terms and
conditions for the sale of lRbour-power. Until the working class is led by
scientific socialism it cannot emancipate itself.

A false understanding of the relationship between the working class movernent and scientific socialism is,on the one hand~ economism, spontaneism
and tailism, errors which have plauged the movement in Britain. Econornism
- the line of 11 lending the economic struggle itself a political character"
(8) nnd the consequent refusal (or inablity) to lead the working class in
struggle against the most im'p ortimt thing in poli'tics, the structure of
state power - has manifested itself as calling the wages struggle a "guerl.ll
-a struggle against capitalism" (9) and as 'base-building' - leading the
workers in the economic struggle only and splitting them off from the
people as a whole. Spontaneism - the beliaf that the working class will
arrive spontaneously at an understanding of scientific socialism - exists
in the form of the opnn avowal of this re~ctionary theory and in the more
s ubtle form of .proposi~g to do only what the working class already wants
to do. Both of these errors - often justified by an opportunist misuse of
of the 'mass line' - deny the responsibility of communists to propagate ~
le ading line to the working class and attempt to justify tailing behind the
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spontaneous development~ .o.f the ·working class movement and thus perpetuate
the separation of the working class movement and scientific socialism. The
other side of this medallion is sectarianism - the attempt to build a party
of 'true believers' isolated from the . working class movement. One manifestation ' of this is . 'party-buildi~g meetings' (as -opposed to mass meetings)
and demonstrations to which the working class is not invited and where the
real problems o"f the real..working class and the tasks of this class in real
class struggle are not discussed. This sectarianism is justified on the
grounds of an arbitrarilly conceived-of 'contradiction' between 'partybuilding and ~ass work' and leads to ideological and organizational selfcultivation of the communists and . ag:iin to the continued separation of the
working class ~ove~ent and scientific socialism.
Theory and practice.
Af this point it is necessary to state our position on the relationship
between theory and practice. First we must define whose theory and practice
we are talking about. If we are talking_ about the reel British proletariat
toda~, then we must note that as a class, nationally, it hf'.S no independent
coherent .practice . Nationally, i.e., as a whole, the proletariat is being led
by bourgeois ideology, and it only acts independently, i. e ~, for 'itself,
in-that there are ~t~ike waves, i.~., waves of rebellion. But even these
strikes for limited economic e.ims A.re perverted, misused and misled _ und~r __
the 'leadership of bourgeois ideology and a bourgeois poli tidal lihe·. And it
is the first tenet of bourgeois thinking that the proletariat may not act
as Em independent force. Where the proletariat does act . in this ·way it is
not national but in isolated instances, and this is due to leadership by proletarian., . f.e., communist theory. There is always a theory beh:j..nd the practice of any class - the question is whose. Our position is clear: it eo- , . ·
incides with the views we have just expounded on scientific socialis~ and
the working class movement. That · is what our usefullness consists in .... of
taking scientific socialism to the working class movement.
If we are talking about the practice and theory of the communists this is
a different question. On the basis of the fact that in · genera1 'prnctice is
prir:~~.ry' some communists believe that this justifies them doing something,
eny, _ncti vi ty, as long as it involves being busy in connection with workers.
Tl1_is is . a carictature of the statement that prPctice is primary. And in fact
to harp about the primacy of practice at a time when the practice of the
working class movement is a bourgeois practice (trade unionism) and wl;len
scientific socialism is in a state of theoretcia,_ chaos, is, as Lenin put
it 11 like wishing mourners at a funeral 'happy returns of the day!'" The
ste.tement that practice is primary means only thRt theory comes from P.nd
serves practice. It is
·. a statement about the relationship between theory
and practice ·and does not serve to choose between them · as if they were two
nlternatives. For this very reason those corn1unists who shut themselves up,
claiming that a-t · present theory is primary, producing document Rfter document but doing nothing to see that the class .struggle of the working class
and people is actually led by proletarian theory have understood the relationship equally · badly. It is ,essential that the comn1unists ·see not only
what is primary in a given contradiction - betwe•"n theory and ··practice .
in the c e.se in qu e stion- but also the · relationship between the two aspects
of the c ontr a dicti on. If this is not d6ne a metaphysical separation of the
two a sp ec ts will e nsu e ~ Tl:1ere can be no · doubt, given the the concrete · historic a l and politic al of Britc.in - of an historic contempt for _theory, a long
tr aditi on of e conomism, spontaneism and tailism, a workers' movement domina t e d by r eformism·, a communist movement dominated by opportunism and revisionism, and wher e th e communists are . confronted with the task bf drafting
th e progra mme - but that it is particularly important to grasp Lenin's wellkn own words th a t " ••• without a revolutionary theory there can be no revolut iona ry movement," and that "the role of vanguard fighter can be fulfilled
only by a party that is guided by the most advanced theory . " (10). It is of
gr e nter i mport2nc e to grasp that the significance of Lenin's thesis lies in
the f ac t t hc.t the purpose of theory is to guide practice. As Stalin put it:
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•. ~.theory can pecome a trenendous force in the ~,working class
movement if i .t is built up in indissoluble connection with revolutionary practice; for theory, and theory alone," cangive the
movement confidence, the power of ·orientation, and an understanding of the inner relations of surrounding eve:tJ.ts;for it, ?..nd it
alone, can help. ~ractice to realize not only ~ow and . in which direction classes are moving at the present time, but also how and in
direction they will move in the future . " (11) " (our emphasis).

The proletariat r.'.eds what theory we now possess and needs it now. Whilst it
is essential for the CO•i1munists to do theoretical work, study and research
and generally try to grasp ·and ·develop Marxist theory to answer the questions
that the proletaria·~. ' s class strugGle is faced with, in as much as we haVe
any answers that will serv~ the class struggle we must take them to and .'
fight f·or them in the wo:r king class movement. Although without the programme
mass work will necessarilly be limited in effectiveness, it is essential for
the communists to undertake vigourous mass·work :and to lead the masses to the
best of their ability,. Unle ss this done, the communists are not leading the
nasses to strike what blows _it is possible to strike ag~nst the bourgeoisie,
they . are not winning for the revolution ·the advanced elements of the working
class· ~:md people, they are not · heightening the consciousnes~ and fighting
strength of the working class and people, they a.re not test:ing their line
:i..n ·prac·tice and they e.re not trt=dning and tempering themsel vas in battle.
To ·want to do these things is part of class consciousness - to went to hit
and weaken the bourgeoisie as much as we can. Those who call this · pettybourgeois impetuosity are imbued with a bourgeois world outlook. An organization that does not w?...nt to cc:::tribute to actually dealing blows at the
bourgeoisie has not got ~:m ou.n ce of class consciousness.
'·,
~effect

of imperialism on party-building.

The development of C<tPi talism. to the stage of monopoly capitalism, of imperL'.lism, has made the ,strl:[!.gle to unite the working class movement with
scientific so6ialism more difficult. The objective factors for revolution
are over-ripe: the capitalist relP.tions of production have long since become
fetters of the productive forces. But the subjective factor, _the consciousness of the pro~1etariat and tr~ wor~ing people as it expresses itself in the
main through the i•~=,}·::.:1G c:J.ass movement , is weakened by reformist and revisionist ideas. '::'~; '-l pre·ralen Ge ·of these ideas in the working class movement
hws itself an eco~::.omic iasis ~ This basis is the superprofist · extracted from
the oppresse:l natio:1 s , . With a part of these superprofi tsthe ·imperialist
bourgeoisie br ib es end bu--s the upper stratum of the labour aristocracy a.i'id
the labour leaders. These bought traitors are pillars of opportunism within
t he working clas s movement. It is in their interests to preach class collaboration be.cause class co J.laboration is .a remunerative buisness for th~m.
They .are the principal .f?.£9iai prop of the bourgeoisie in the working class
movement. It is not in the interests of the working c.lass .as a whole to
heed such bourge ois ide &3 . Nonetheless - these ideas do influence the working
cl a ss movement , There i s also an economic basis for the influence of the
treacherous minority on the great mass of workers. This basis consists in
t'he - compared with the . living conditions of the opuressed peoples- fa.voure.ble living conditions of sections of the proletariat in the imperialist
Gauntries which conceal during the short periods of seemingly calm development the immens ely increased rate of exploit~.tion of the labour of society.
It ~ust be emphasised tha t it is only the upper stratum of the labour aristocracy and the labour leaders who have actually been bought off by the
bourgeoisie. We utterly· repudiate the p; aition that the whole of the working
class of imperialist Britain is being bribed~ Those' who hold this theory
e.re denying '!: hat the basis of imperialist · capital is the exploitation of the
working claas of the metropeles.
The pivot of the tactic s of the communists in the working class movement
must be based precisely on the diff~~ between the interests of the
bribed ·:. :.1Jo<.:r aristocracy and the g':'eat rrmsses of the working class~ Lenin
summarises:
6• .

J!On the one hand,there is the tendency of the bourgeoisie and
the opportunists to convert a handfull of very rich and priveleged nati.on.'s "into 'eternal' · .parasi tc.s_ on t~e body of tb.e rest . of
mankind • •• On the other hand;·-there is · the "tendency of-. the masses,
who are tnore oppressed tha,n before e.nd who bear the ·whole brunt
of imperialist wars, . to cast off this ·yoke and to overthrow the
bourgeoisie. It is in the struggle between these two tendencies
that the qistory of the labour movement will no\'f inevitably
develop." (12) .
·
Lenin

re-iterntes~

with emphasis:

" Engels draws a distinction between the ' bourgeois . iabour party'
of the old trade unions ·- the ·priveleged · minority - A.nd. the
'lowest mass', the real majority, : ~.nd appeals to the latter, · who
are !!.£1 infected by 'bourgeois -resp ectability .' Thi_s is the
essence of Marxist tactics!~ • • and it is therefore our duty ••• to
go down lower and de e per, to the real masses; this is the whole .
meaning fmd whole purport of the struggle against opportunism.
By exposing the fe.ct that the opportunists and social-chauvinists
are · in . reality betray;i.ng and selling the interests of the masses,
that they are defending the temporRry priveleges of a minority of
workers, that they e.re the vehicle.s of bourgeois ideas e.nd influences , that they are really allies and agents of the bourgeoisie ,
we _teacli the masses to ~ppreciate their true political interestsj
to fight for socie.lism and for the revolution through all the
long and painful; vicisitudes of imperialist wars and imperialist
armistices." (13) .
Those who consider the whole working class to be bribed~ and who cannot
distinguish between the bribed minorj,~~y .. on the one hand and the exploited
majority on the other, have of course no pivot for their tactics . Frankly,
they have n-0 basis for revolutionary activity at all. If the capitalists
could buy off the whole working class, then the existence of the capitalist
class would be compatible with th.e ip~ _~rests . of the working class, so there
would .. be no revolution. Our position is clear . The socialist revolution is in "
the interests of the groat majority of the working class . The economic basis
for victory over opportunism is the exploitat~on of the working class . The
economic basis for the influence of the bribed minority on the majority is
weak because it is temporary and partial. Each crisis undermines the basis
of their influence by increasing the burden of imperialism an the working
masses. It is on this bqsis that the communists must t~ke up the fight
against opportunism in the working class movement in order to prepare the
working class to lead the whole . people in overthrowing the bourgeosie .
What phase of the development of the r elationship between the working class
movement and scientific socialism are we at?
The communist party is the conscious , organized embodimen t of the theory
of scientific. ,socialism which alone can eme.ncipate tbe- wor ki ng class . The
whole history of the international proletariat shows tha;t without the leadership of the communist party the working classes of .·the · various ·countries
cannot emancipate themselves and the people .
The British working class has had· no pa rty to lead its struggle for nearly forty ye?.rs . The old Communist Party. of Great Britain, after years of
va·c illation, fina lly succumbed to imperialist p-ressure ', in the ' form of
social:-chauvinism, in 1941, when it propagated the reactionary theory of
'defence of the fatherland~' It systematized its revisionism after the lc.st
world war with a class colle.borationist line and abrmdoned .the task of leading the working class to the revolutionary overthrow of the bourgeoisie
and ' the establishment of the dictatorship of the proletariat .
We have. shown tha(. the nature· of the · contre.dic tion between scientific socialiEm and the working class movement is such that there cannot be a social-
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ist revolution in Britain until this contrad:i,ction is resolved by the working class consciously embracing S<?ientif;i.c socialism as embodied in the working class vanguard, the communist pa:vty. But at present in Britain there is .
no communist'party. The working class is not led by scientific socialism
and its .vanguard does not stand as one organization organized on i:lhe basis ·
of scientific socialism. The class is still dominated by boUrgeois ideology
Cllld its vanguard is either not. organized or is split up in various organizations: Potential members of the future co~munist party are in part not organized, in part 'still organized in reformist, revisionist a~d Trotskyist
organizations, and in part in small ~communist circles. Rebuilding the communist party is presently therefore the cen~ral task in the British revolution.
The key link at
programme.

p~esent

in rebuilding the party is tho struggle for the

We have' already .named the two .poles in t_he process of building the party the working class movement end scientif:i,c socialism. To define the specific
key task . facing us we must ask what is preventing the working class movement
from embracing scientific socialism. Can the communists blame the working
class movement and claim that party-building is not making decisive strides
forward because the British working class do not struggle enough? No, the
working class in Britain has a splendid history of struggle and the working
class movement has developed as far as it can when left to its spontaneous -·
development. No, the problem lies in the development of scientific socialism,
with the communists. Theoretical weaknesses amongst the communists have tine ·
and again allowed opportunism to gain the upper hand over scientific socialism, from the lurch of the CPGB into 'defence of the fatherland' in 1939,
to tne present situation where scientific socialism is being distorted by
opportunism in particular in the form of social-chauvinism but also in the
form of revisionist notions about the state. Communism is being dragged
through the mire. It is this distortion of scientific socialism which is
the decisiv~ fa.c tor holding back party-building.
To raise scientific socialism :out o.f the · mire of opportunism and rev1s1onism as a banner around which to build the party cannot mean to study any
aspect of Marxism-Leninism, to write treatises · on any aspect of dialectical'.
materialism, to retreat into academic study circles with the intention of
remaining in retre~t until all conceivable questions have been solved. No the task is quite specific. What is missing at present is scientific sociali~m in the form of a document which will serve to lead the working c1ass ·
and people of Britain in the struggle for proletarian revolution. What is
necct..ed is the Communist Programme for Britain. The programmatic struggle is
the key link because it is a struggle for the ideological and political line
for the British revolution. Without this line there will be no communist
party. The communist party c~n be recognised organizationally by two charagteristsics: on the one hand it unites the Marxist-Leninists, and on the
other hand it actually leads the masses. Neither of these tasks can be accomplished without the ideological and political line for -the British revolution,..
For around what should the communists unite? And what will the communists
·
lead the masses with - and where to? It is vital that those who recognise
the importance of theory apply themselves to the right task; • . And this task
is to study and fight for the formation of the communist programme. It is
not originality that is of importance in this task. What matters is to hold
up an accurate, succinct statement on the essential nature and development
of present society in Britain nnd on the resulting epoche,l aim of the Brit
ish proletariat as part of its struggle for communism and on the strategy
necessary end possible to acheive this aim.
The publication of such a document (and only of such a document) - the
communist struggle programme for the . working class and people of Britainwill serve in various ways the task of building the party. It will serve to
unite those who already make conmmism their aim, to win back those communists who have been fooled by revisionism arid to hold up the banner .of communism to the working class Pnd people. The key·link · at present consists in
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the struggle for the fornulation of this programme and not for example in
'practice,' 'building a base in the working class,' or any other form of
n::trrow practical activity (.concepts which beg the issue altogther , because
the content·~ the polit ics, of the bases is not explicit. Besides which,
what is not explicit is always opportunist, because all spontaneous, implicit, unconscious policies tend to strengthen the bourgeois: status quo; it is
only possible to defeat the bourgeoisie consciously). Nor can the key link
be found . in leading any particular struggle of t.h.e working class P.nd people.
It is not the leading of any one particular struggle which will serve as the
key link in uniting the comLJunists, winning the misled ··away from revisionism
ond reformism and in holding up a banner for rallying ·the . working class and
iJeople to f~ght. for soc.i&list revolution. Nor is :it theory in general which
is th,e key link·. Nor is 'uniting the communists' which is the key ],.ink in
building . t\e party. 'l'hose who puzzl~ over whether it. is. · mass work or uniting
the , communists which is tqe key link in party.r-building are posing a ·. false
question. '+hey are posing the question formally instead of :i..n terms of · · ·
content. What can we unite the communists and lead . the masses with? On what
basis can-;;-lli~ite the comnunists, on what basis can the masses be led in
such a way as will prepare them for and lead them to revolution. The programme is the key link. Each s ·~ep forward in the struggle towards the pro•
gramme will help to .t'.ni te the Gommunists end to lead the masses. Of course
it is true ·that an -("\T'ga:ni:zation ·cannot claim to be the -c-ommunist party un.til .
it has united the communists into one organization. And of course it · is true
th.at ?..n organization which does . not actue.lly lead the working class and
peoplec~not . claim to be the communis~ party. Both of these features are
essential to th.e communist · pc>,rty. But. that is not the point at issue. The ·
point at issue ·· is how . do we get · to the position of uniting the communists
and leading the masses. What has to · be done to give· the process of partybuilding a decisive blow in that direction. ·And the answer is the pro"gramme.
How do we come by the programme?
By definition, ' if the process of party-building consists of uniting the ·
wqrkin,g class movement and scientific spci.alism, then the -task of drafting
the programme must be shouldered by those . who already embrace scientific
socialism, i. e,, J the communists. The task of drafting the programme is
essentially one of integrating the universal truths of MRndism-Leninisn
with the concrete practice of.the British revolution. The basic theoretical
work- the study .of commodities, o'f capital, of classes, of i'mperialisr:r,
of the strA.tegy of revoluti on -:- has already been done in the works of Marx , '
Engels, Leni:t , Stalin and Mao 'Tsetung. We must study these texts and study · ·
also British S C' ~iety in order to apply this indirect experience to the particular condi ti,ons of the British revolution. We mus.t study · al'so the programmes
of thee communists of other countries, 'recognising that vie are but a detachment of the internn.tional · proletariat.

·~··
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But this alone .is not enough, we must study also the programmatic statenc.nts of other Marxist-Leninist orgtmizations in Britain. There is a MarxistLeninist movement in Britain. There are various communist organizations and
there are differences of political line between them. In the final analysis
the .no.,tters which divide the different communist organiz.at.ions represent ·
the intere st s
of classes - i t cannot be otherwise in a class society, i.e;,
we are not looking for a party in a vacuum~ It is n question· of struggle
e.ga:inst opporttinist currents for a revolutionary programme. This struggle
must set the Marxist-Leninist movement in motion and must result in the .
f ormulation of the revolutionary programme.
Any at.~ernpts to define our tf'.sk independently of political line IU'e idealist. Those who want to club together, to pool resources (whether by a premature 1 COrDmision' Or by t Uniting to form la;t;ge r democrat~c-centrR.list oraCl.nizations 1 ~r whatever) to write the programme are try,li.ng
cover up the
poli~ical struggle actually- ' taking place in Britain today- i.e., the ·
struggle between revolution or class collaboration, civil · war or defence
of the imperialist fatherland, the struggle for revolutionary democracy or
support for state oppression. At present the main thing is to actually get
9.
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on with the task of propagating and criticising political lines - this is
an essential prerequisite for serious progre.rnnatic work. The struggle against
opportunist currents for ?. revolutionary prog:rarlime must be open fl.nd public.
This is the nece?sarymethod in order to d.r?.w co.ll possible f-orces into this
struggle. It is liberal :md sectarian to avoid criticising the wrong political line of pny communist circle. · It is only through the struggle between
right and wrong that the right line can develop fully and assert i tself_.o
This struggle should not take place behind drawn -- curtains .r . The· course o(
this struggle should be visible to all who are -interested. All who are
interested should participP.te. The lines .of unity and demarcation should be
visible to all, · ·so that all can . control and all can decide •.
Opportunist. proposals · ori pnrty- building.
Having stated our views on th~ struggle to build the· communist party i t is
necessary fo~ us to criticise briefly the views of others _on this matter.
We cannot at present -deal with all the proposels that have beE:m made, but
as they all without Bxception put forward lines which fail .to deal with the
principal contradiction in party-building - that between the working class
movement' e.nd scientific socialism - it will suffice for the present to criticise only the most important of them.
The Communist Party of Britain (Marxist-Leninist) (CPB(M-1).
This organization stands indicted by the fact - that after -ten years of
existence it ha~ublished e programme . It has not done so because it considers~- and · indeed opnely decl11res, that · the working class moye.m ent will
arrive spontaneously at e.n understanding of scientific socialism; it therefore disarms the working class by refusing to take to them 'the most import·ant'w~~~ori of . the working class, scientific socialism. The .other main er~
ors of the. CPB - its economism and social-chauvinism - .all stem from this
fundamental error of refusing to fight ~o unite the working class movement
and scientific soci·alism, because they refuse to fight for a revolutionary ·
line and therefore succumb to bourgeois ideology. Because the CPB has , a
complete contempt for ideological and political line ·it also refuses to ·
criticise the lines of.other communist organizations and indeed even to
recognise their existence, but this is !!2.1 its fundamental error, it is
r;Jerely 'jrhe consequence of its spontaneism.·
The Revolutionary <;ommunist League of Britain (RCLB).
In 1976 the Communist Federation of Brittlin (M-L) ' (the predecessor of the
RCLB) ·proposed to the Marxist-Leninists thRt they should t .a ke party-building as the 'central task•' · This is correct and the RCL's insistence on this
point has had the psoi ti ve effect ·of concentrating the minds of the communists on the necegsi ty for a party, but wh·en we A.sk the RCL to define their terms, i.e., to say what they me.an by . 'party-building,' -' we quickly see
that their line on the question is not one whit less opportunist than that
of the CPB. That this is the case is easiley demonstrated by subjecting
to close scrutiny the three specific policies with which the RCL propose
to build the party. In June _1978 in 'Rev olution,' the RCL updated as foll~
ows its three specific policies f or party-building first put forward in
its Manif esto : 1, Unite with the RCL to form the single leading centre for
party- building; 2. Critic i se t.h:e revisionist Birch clique; 3. Continue to
criticise small-group mentality. (18).
"Unite with the RCL." For what? To fight in solidarity with the people
of Zimbil.bwe? To · expe ll the US bases? To fight the bourge oisie 's a ttacks
on the working clnss? NO - t o "f or m the single le ad ing centre for partybuilding." Here we se e how the RC L rposits the task of party-building in
'3. manner totally unrel a ted to t he needs of the objective class struggle.
~rh is is why the RCL fil ls page after page of 'Revolution ' wit·h incestu9us
~rtic l es on the doings of itself and other communist org anizat i ons . This
is why at the notorious public meet ing of April 29th 1978 a speaker from
the fl oo r was ruled out of order 1onthe gr ounds that it was a 'pa rtybuilding me~:ing' when h~ tried t o r~~1o.~~:~question of the theory of the

three worlds. The central political questi ~ns - of whether t o struggl~
against the structure of state power by mobilising the mesgea with revolutionary democratic demands such as the replacement of the standing army
and the polic~ · by the universally armed people; of whether to unconditionally support the liberation struggles of those peoples and nations oppressed
by British imperialism or to r egard this duty as .s:tJbordinate · to fighting
for 'national indGpendence' (i.e:~, British ·imperialism); of whether to
expell the US bases or to su[>port NATO - qll of these questions appear
either not at all or oaly as bit-playGrs in the RCL farce called 'partybuilding~' This gross sectarianism nxists because the RCL sees party-build_ing
·something in . contradiction .to 1 mass WO!'k 1 and 'therefor(il., instead Of .
get-t.ln-g· t·o. grips -with: : t~- tasks -posed by _the objecti.vt; class struggle and
rr
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whole of party- building and not merely All aspc.c t of it . - The ·inevi tnbO;ttr:c..i::ln'l'fr'
sequence is the R_CL' s sec:tarianism which ·proposes to build the party in isolation from · th·e· mass struggle, and thus , formally differ'ent , but in es's ence
exaotly the same, the RCL, just like the CPB, proposes to perpetuate ·the ·
seperation of theworking class movement _and scientific socialism .
It hardly needs adding that such an opp~rtunist line is as incP..pable. of
..uniting the communists on ::~. principled basis as it :ls of leading the masses •
.The policy of 'unite ,with the RCL • • • 1 is a re - worki ng of the .Policy first
proposed in the RCL' ::?. Manifesto of 1 unite to form lar.ger dcnocratic-centrnlist organizA.tions, 1 updated to take account of the RCL ' s opinion that it
is the · leading Marxist-Leninist organization. If two organizations find
that they are in fundamental agr0ement then let them unite , but this really
cannot be put forward as a · serious method of uniting the communists . ·rt ·
puts forward what is essentially ail organizational E'.pproach and will th.ere fore not unite the communists , exc~pt on an oppor tunist b~.sis of a ' desire
for urii ty. ' · The approach denies the importance of struggle and change.~ . .It .
implies that two organizations already with the same line merely join forc es to achei ve a qua'l tit8;t.i vely l arger orgunizP.tion. Wi thou~ open struggle
between different lines there will .be no progress and change , or rather
the only change \"J0 11J.d be quanti ta ti ve .
"Critcise the . revi~ionist Birc~ clique . " This is a re-hash of the policy
first put forward by the CFB in May 1977 of 11 protracted struggle agaj.nst .
incorrect ideological and political lines on the Br;i.tish revqluti~n. " (14) .
Thisr !s 'iiot- yvhclly wr0ng - . it·- is necessA.i'y to criticise incorrect J,.ines , · - cr •
bt4~i':oe1i \l!fo ' B-trugb'Ie ;:agdtnst incorrect -line$ 1 in,. the abstjFact ifl n8 · use,
+
(wtiich · u~' the · ffuldanH~ht-A.l ree!Mn - why~-> tH~ ·ea1J:-·. ~rr n.o.t heen-. taken up) ll<:ilT, . .
we mui!!t -8tf\iggle e_gairist ; 'ifi~ij:Pre~t-~ l!i.he:s aS p·alt'j and- p<arC!e~ Of the Cbrtcre'_te
aim of drafting the programme of the British communists. From this poiil_t,+ ·. ·'
of view, the revision of the original policy which narrows the target of
attack at the CPB is a step backwards because it has ' the objective of ailowing other lines, equally erroneous, of evading . detection . 'What is needed
is a great debate; an open struggle, anongst those who already make communism their aim for the programoe which will lead· the masses in revolution.
But the RCL 1 s policy is to cover up the struggle for the correct line
(which in pract~ ~ e at prevent means ' the programme) with its method of bilat eral struggles for unity with other organiza.tions . VIe all know that the RCL
is ' struggling fo!. unity' with the CM~ -why then has the RCL not openly
criticised ·the line of the Cl/M? In general , thereason is because the RCL
consider.s that the process ·of development which will lead to the drafting
of the progranme .is one of quanta ti ve change , not of a quali tHti ve leap
forward as a result of class struggle in the realm of theory . The RCL is
frightened of op~n struggle and considers that it would be ' splittist' to
openly criticise the C'NM . But the reality is quite the cont rary - only
criticism of incorrect lines (no matter how near and dear those who hold
them) will lead to the triumph of the correct line - what is correct can
only emerge in struggle against what is wrong. It is of course a fact that
the RCL has a lot to be frightened about - an open struggle for the correct
line will quickly sweep the RCL ' s social-chauvinist line into the dustbin
11 •

whcrre it . belongs. We say to the comrades of the RCL: if (for exaople) you
are so convinced that ·YOUr line the.t the British communist ·party should be
built in northern Ireland is correct and .t hat the views of the CWM who
(rightly' in our opinion) consider the.t this line is social-chauvinist are
"petty-bourgeqis moralist," (as you .hnve said to thePl) then battle this
ques't ion out in the pages of your journals. What are . you so afraid of?
"Continue to criticise small-group mentality." Only those who see partybuilding as ·something which is "in contradicti.on" to ~he mass struggle could
"seriously put this forward as a major task in party-building. The purpose ·
of .communist unity is to lead the nasses more effectively. This is why we
mu.st pu:t the struggle for political line' the line which shows the way forward in the living class struggle, as crystallised in the programme, to the
f CJrefront of party-building. As Leriin said; "In order to build the party,
it is not enough to be A.ble to shout ·'unity,' it is necessary, in addition,
to have some ·sort ·of political programme,a programme of political action."
(15.) It is quite possible that at some future date, when the programme is
drafted, it will become necessary to struggle against what Lenin called the
'circle spirit,' but to put this forward~' when there is .no programme,
·and indeed to put it forward as a substitute for the programme, is the grossest sectarinniso1 and idealism, a sectarianisn and idealise1 which tries
to build the party on absract ideological princ.iples, not on the burning
political questions of the dSY, e~d which divorces the struggle of the communists for unity from the struggle. of the masses.
Under the banner of 'criticising small-group mentality,' the RCL try to
cover up the· actue.l class content of the differences which divide the communists . into their various organizations, by pretending that. the re.ason
{or ·the division of the communists is 'bourgeois individualism' (which of
course may be a contributory factor) and not in the first place differences
of poli tica.l line, and they .do this in order to further the influence e.mong
the conmunists of opportunism And revisionism in general and of social":"
chauvinism in particulAr·; The communists are split into different organiz-·
at ions because of imperialist pressure resulting in revisionism within .
scientific socialism. The split in social-democracy in 1914 was as a result
of · the mA-jority of social-democrats going down the path of social-chauvinism
at the ' outbreak of the imperialist world war. · The split in the international
oommunist movement in the 1960s was as a·result of the majority of the . old
communist parties' revisionist degeneration over the previous twenty year·s.
Splits are the result of bourgeois ideology gaining the ascendancy in the
communist organizations in one form of revisionism or another. It is therefore .a carictature of Marxism to portray those who refuse to go along with
the revisionist tide as 'splitters.' Today, when social-chauvinism is·gaining (however temporarilly) the ascendancy in the communist novement, it is
imperative that those who uphold internationalism mainte.in their split with
the social:-chauvinists, for, as Lenin said, unity with them mP.ans:
"subordinating the working class to 'its' m1.tional bourgeoisie,
alliance with it for the purpose of oppressing other nations
and of fighting for great-power priveleges, it neans splitting
the revolutionary prol~tariat in all countries." (16).
Unity is P grand thing, but we must unite only on the basis of the principles of Marxism-Le~inism - as the CPC put it:
"the genuine revolutionary unity of the prolete.riat can be
attained only by upholding principle and upholding ~arxism
Leninisn. Unity bought by forsaking principles and by
wallowing in the mire with opportunists ceases to be proletA-rian unity; instead as L~nin said 'it meru1s in· practice unity
of the proletariat with the national bourgeoisie and a split
in the international proletRril'l.t, unity of lackeys and a split
in the revolutionaries.'" (17).
We are not therefore in favour of uniting in one orgMization whilst
'reserving minor differences;' this pqlicy is nothing less than the old
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opportunist policy of 'defeating ' opportunist · elements by ideological
struggle within the party, the theory of 'overcoming ' then within - the
confines of a single party. These · 'minor differences' ~ay well represent
the difference between Marxism and. revisionism, and the RCL's line which
advoce.tes 1 rese:;: ;ring' theo is an opportunfst line which tries to sneak
bourgeois ideas into the comnunist movenent under a false f:l.tg of'unity.'
The way to correctly ::-es· · ve this contrP.diction is to struggle for unity _
by struggling for the programne and therefore sci:ntificaly deciding which
1riews can be reserved and which views absloutely cannot be reserved. The
programme is the minimum necessary level of unity necessary for revolution.
A tighter criterion ·1ould lead to a sectarian · clique and could never · lead
to revolution; a lesser criterion would mean opportunism and a sell-out to
the bourgeoisie. This neans that the progremme must crystallise· the· strategy to de-feat the bourgeoisie - no ·r.Jore , no _less.
The. ·communist Workers ' L~P.gue of Britain (Marxist-Leninist) ( CWLB).
Irt June 1976 the CWLB published a document entitled 'Hey! Its .Up To · Us!!, ·
which contained their proposals on party-building. These prop6sals are, as
far as we know, still upheld by the CWLB, and·have been publically ·supported by the Nottingham Communist Group . For "i;his reason,. R!ld also because _· similar propose.ls have surfaced from time to tir:1e from other quarters, it is
necessary to criticise them.
In essence, the proposals fl.:;:'e idealist_, an idealism which takes the form
of schematicisn. The CWLB prolJOSe a grand _scheme '"to.. build the party · wi ~hout
concretely examini.at the particular co'n.di t_ions of Bri tafn today. Thus thenecessity · for a · party is postulated nbsractly without examining why ..this
party is needed, wh8.t · i':s nature is, . or what the present . stage of development of the process of party-building is. The most obvious manifestation of
this idealism is ·the . proposal for a party-building -commission. This prop- ·
osal does not take into -account -the present concrete · conditions where there
are several cor.ununist orgFmiz.;ltions which have political lines. We are not .
iri principle against a· commission an.~ when a minimum level of unity has been
rGached between differei.1t organizations it well be necessary for · them to
work together on a conmission, a· committee or whatever, but such a step is
pr"ematurein the absence of systematic criticismtby the various communist
orgariizat'ions of the lines which the other c.o mmunist organi'z e.tions already :
~· - It is quite idealist to imagine that the different communist organizatio_n s can sit down together to draft .a programme without first settling
ac'cqunts with existing lines.

The

CWLB has not_grasped that theory is a tw')-pronged struggle. On the one
it is: 13. struggle between mankind cmd nl'l.ture, . i.e., a struggle between
and reality. On the other hand it is a part of class struggle, i.e., it
struggle between bour c eois~e end prolet~riat . The CWLB do not refer to
second aspect and thereby tear the first aspect out of its context and
distort -~ i:t • . It .i s an error of idealism because (rather like the German
idealist Hegel)· they ?.Xe thinking in terms pf a 'pure scientific mind,'
instead of seeing that science exists in the minds
of
classes. There is
no ' I pure' scientific mind' independent of classes. This is not to· >say that
the proletariat does nat need science, and that we ca:n be contented with · .·
loud mouthed phrRses about revolution instead of doing theoretical work. On
the contrary the proletarint is the only class in our <: : : ciety which has an
interest in really U."r'J.derstanding scientifically the nat.ure of this society,
for the _simple reason that it is the only class which cen change it. It is
only from thf,. standpoint of the proletariat that society can be anal~sed
scientificaiy, the bourgeoisie's class interest puts blinkers on its ability
to grasp the e ssence of capitalism and its inevitable overthrow . Scientific
socialism is partisan and scientific . The CWLB tries to divorce science
from the class struggle. Towards the end of 'Hey! Its Up To Us!' (pp37/38)
the CWLB list what it C')nsiders to be the five main attributes of a genuine
communist . party; undoubtedly a communist party should possess the characteristics the CWLB refer· to, but the C\VLB' s schematic ism has led them to
postulate utterly abstract poli t.ical principles without amking the ·slightest
.... 13.
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attempt to locata them .concretely 'in the actuA.l class struggle going on
before our very eyes. The task of the communists is to fight for scientific consciousness, to take that consciousness to the working class movenent, and thereby unite that movement with scientific· consciousness. _But
the CWLB's schematic approach fails completely to deal with this principal
contradiction in pRrty-building; they rather propose that the communists
should shut themselves up in nn ivory tower and study and debate whilst
the objectively existing class struggle rages all around them.
The fight for the programme is not a bBttle of abstract theoretical
principles (which is . how they are presented in t'he CWLB document) but a
battle which IJUSt take place concretely on the actURl political issues
which confront the proletariat in its preperation for the British revolution,
and this concrete struggle necessarilly involves a fierce struggle against
those who want to drag the working cl~s movement nlong various opportunist
paths. On these matters ·the CWLB have little or· nothing to say. We cannot
unite the working class movement with scientific socialism unless we address
ourselves to the actual problems faced by· the working class movement to fight for 'defence of the fatherland' or to turn
the' . imperialist war
.
into civil. war; to expel the US bases or to support NATO; to 'defend the
National Health Service' . or to fight for revolutionary democratic dem~ds
against the bourgeois state. It goes without· saying that to solve these
problems requires study of philosophy, political economy and socialism, but
for the purpose of solving these problems; ~d it is on· these questions,
and on the analysis :of British imperialism on which the answers to these
questions must be based, that the struggle for the programme - which is at
present the decisive q\l;estion in party-building - must be fought ~:nJt~
'

. .=J

Immediate consequences. ·-

In view of the position- we have developed in this document it is our
intention to participat_e. in the open ttRtional struggle for the P.rosr.amme:
cmd to try to lead the struggles of the working class and ·pe:ople' localtY
to the best of our ability . We consi-der that the position stated in thi's
resolution justifies our herewith changing 'o ur name. We conSider tha:t •.
'Communist Unity' smacks of sectarianism because it is of cou~se the unl.ty
of the people of Britain led by the working class ~d its vanguard which
guides our theory and practice . The limited nature of the lead w~ can. give
to actual class struggle makes a locally limited name more correct. Henceforth we will be active under the name 'Stockport Communist Group.'
,-............ _.....

RESOLUTION OF THE STOCKPORT

CO~mWNIST

GROUP ON PARTY-BUILDING.

Adopted 6th. September 1979.
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